The present work deals with the comparison between single electrolyte supported Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cells that comprise either a 3 wt.% Au-Ni/GDC or a Ni/GDC steam/hydrogen electrode. Specifically, their electrochemical performance was investigated for the H 2 O electrolysis reaction by varying the pH 2 O/pH 2 ratio (from 1 to 9), the operating temperature (800-900°C) and the applied current. Physicochemical characterization was also performed both in the form of powders and as half cells with ex-situ and in-situ techniques, such as SEM, BET, XPS and TGA, including specific measurements in the presence of H 2 O. Different structural and activity properties were observed for each cermet, where the cell comprising the 3Au-Ni/GDC electrode exhibited better electrochemical performance, especially at 850°C and above, having lower polarization resistance. This improvement is ascribed to the formation of a surface Ni-Au solid solution, which causes weaker interaction of H 2 O and of the resulting adsorbed O ads species with the modified cermet. The outcome is an electrode with a lower degree of surface oxidation and increased "three phase boundaries" length, where the charge transfer and electrode processes are enhanced for the H 2 O electrolysis reaction.
Introduction
H 2 O electrolysis constitutes a promising method for the production of H 2 and O 2 , with high purity and no pollution, by using electrical energy (Eq. (1)) [1] . One characteristic and recent application of this technology is electrolysis at high temperatures, by using Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cells (SOECs) [2] [3] [4] [5] . Specifically, the electrical energy demand for the high temperature (600-1000°C) H 2 O electrolysis process, is much lower than the corresponding energy at low temperatures (< 100°C), which yields significantly higher efficiency and performance in the former case [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In the case of SOECs, H 2 O in the form of steam is fed to the cathode side, where it is reduced to hydrogen [reaction (2) ]. Oxygen anions (O 2-) pass through the electrolyte to the anode, where they recombine to molecular oxygen, releasing two electrons (Reaction (3)) [6] . 
Although this technological application has considerable advantages, the development of SOECs is still at the lab-scale due to stability issues that prevent the widespread use and commercialization. One of the most important is the deactivation of the fuel electrodes (H 2 O/H 2 ), which is usually ascribed to nickel re-oxidation, coarsening and agglomeration during H 2 O electrolysis [2, [9] [10] [11] , or/and carbon deposition during H 2 O/CO 2 co-electrolysis [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Another disadvantage is the degradation/delamination of the oxygen electrodes [9, 16, 17] .
Recent research activities focus on the development and investigation of new/tolerant fuel and oxygen electrodes, optimization of operating conditions and adequate utilization of external heat sources [2, 3, [18] [19] [20] . The commonly used materials in SOECs are basically the same like those used for SOFCs [21] and up to now Ni-based/YSZ cells with different oxygen electrodes (e.g. LSM-YSZ, LSCF, LSM etc.) are the most investigated [2, 3] . Despite the fact that Ni-based/YSZ cathode electrodes have demonstrated excellent initial performance for H 2 O, CO 2 and co-electrolysis of H 2 O plus CO 2 , there are various reports that stress the poor durability either in the form of single cell measurements or in stacks [10, 13, 18, [22] [23] [24] . In response to these failures, novel Nibased SOEC cathode electrodes are continuously being processed for the H 2 O and H 2 O/CO 2 (co)-electrolysis processes [20, 25, 26] . Moreover, incorporation of nanoparticles with high ionic conductivity and/or outstanding catalytic activity can lead to an effective enhancement of the performance, tolerance and stability of the state-of-the-art Ni-based electrodes.
Specifically, Lohsoontorn et al. [27] studied steam electrolysis on i) CeO 2 (Gd 2 O 3 ) (GDC) -impregnated Ni/YSZ cathodes and on ii) 0.5 wt.% Rh-GDC impregnated Ni/YSZ and compared their performance with Ni/ YSZ and Ni/GDC. One key finding from their investigation was that the GDC impregnation on Ni/YSZ electrodes could prove to be a simple and effective way to increase the long-term operation of SOECs [27] . Nishida et al. [28] developed a high performance hydrogen electrode, for reversible SOFCs/SOECs operation, based on Ni-Co coated samaria doped ceria (SDC) spherical particles. Specifically, the Ni 80 Co 20 /SDC composite electrode had the best performance for H 2 O electrolysis and this was ascribed to the establishment of a conduction network for electrons and oxygen ions. Furthermore, the group of Bae and Lohsoontorn [29] investigated the electrochemical performance of Ni/YSZ, Ni/GDC and Ni-Ru/GDC as cathodes for H 2 O electrolysis, CO 2 electrolysis and co-electrolysis processes. The major conclusion was that the Ni/GDC electrodes exhibited better performance under electrolysis conditions. However, according to the authors GDC has the drawback that increases the overpotential, with increasing the H 2 O/H 2 ratio. Finally, the Ni-Ru/GDC cathode provided the highest performance for the co-electrolysis process, suggesting the latter as a possible improved Nibased cathode [29] .
Ni/GDC electrodes have been also reported from our research group as effective in preventing coke build-up with humidified CH 4 fuels, including the presence of H 2 S impurities. In these studies and reviews [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] NiO/GDC was investigated either unmodified or modified with trace amounts of metals like Au and Mo and in regards to the doping level of gold, the amount of 3 wt.% was indicated as an appropriate loading. Apart from Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) applications, the use of the above materials in SOECs as H 2 O/H 2 electrodes (cathodes) is also of high interest. The aim of this work is a continuation of our previous research, by studying and testing the commercial Ni/GDC (Marion Technologies) as well as the Au-modified Ni/GDC electrocatalyst in the SOEC H 2 O electrolysis process. Complementary characterization was also performed both in the form of powders and as half cells with exsitu and in-situ techniques, including specific redox stability measurements under various H 2 O/H 2 feed conditions. According to the so far knowledge of the authors, the presented study deals for the first time with the experimental investigation and comparison of Au-modified Ni/ GDC as SOEC cathode. Furthermore, the correlation of the presented findings with theoretical investigations is once again one of the first attempts in literature.
Experimental

Preparation of 3Au-NiO/GDC cermet, with nominal loading 3 wt.% of Au
The 3Au-NiO/GDC sample was prepared via the DepositionPrecipitation (D.P.) method. Commercial NiO/GDC powder (65 wt.% NiO -35 wt.% GDC, Marion Technologies) was used as the support, which was immersed into triple distilled H 2 O solution. The resulting suspension was mildly stirred and the temperature was adjusted to 70°C. Appropriate volume of hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (HAuCl 4 ) (Sigma-Aldrich) was added in the suspension. During the depositionprecipitation of gold the pH value of the suspension was continuously adjusted in the region 7.0-7.1 with the addition of proper amount of aqueous NH 3 1M solution, which is the precipitant agent [30] . After filtering, the precipitate was repeatedly washed to eliminate the Cl − anions and then it was dried at 110°C for 24 h. The dried powders NiO/ GDC (unmodified) and 3Au-NiO/GDC were calcined at 600°C for 90 min and a portion of them at 1100°C for 75 min. The former batch was used for the paste-preparation for the electrodes and the batch at 1100°C was used for the physicochemical characterization of each sample.
Preparation of single Solid Oxide Electrolyte-Supported Cells
The single Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cells (SOECs) comprised circular shaped planar electrolyte (8YSZ)-supported membranes manufactured by Kerafol with a diameter of 25 mm and thickness of 150 μm. The fuel electrode was deposited by using the screen printing technique as reported in a previous study [33] . After the screen printing of the electrodes, the cells were sintered at 1150°C for 2 h with a heating and cooling ramp rate of 2°C/min. The applied temperature results in proper adhesion of both electrodes on the electrolyte, whereas it is quite similar to the calcination temperature (1100°C) of the characterized powders. ) of GDC was used between the LSCoF electrode and YSZ electrolyte in order to overcome the thermal and chemical mismatch of the above materials (see Fig. S1 in supporting information).
Physicochemical Characterization
The samples either in the form of powders or as half cells were characterized with, SEM, BET, XPS and TGA redox stability measurements.
Measurements of Specific Surface Areas (SSAs) were obtained with the use of a Micromeritics Gemini V apparatus employing nitrogen physisorption at the temperature of liquid nitrogen (77 K).
The redox properties of the powders were investigated in a TA Q50 instrument with isothermal TGA measurements in the temperature range of 650-800°C for the catalytic dissociation reaction of H 2 O. Before each measurement, the samples were reduced in-situ with 80 vol. % H 2 /Ar at 800°C for 100 min. The isothermal TGA experiments were carried out under 15.5 vol. % H 2 O/Ar with a total flow rate of 120 cm 3 /min and the loading of the measured samples was approximately 50 mg. The addition of steam in the feed was achieved by passing Ar, as a carrier gas, through a saturator which was maintained at a constant temperature (65°C).
Finally, the surface analysis studies were performed in a UHV chamber (P < 10 -9 mbar) which consists of a high pressure cell, where exposure of samples to several gas feeds may occur, a preparation and an analysis chamber. The analysis chamber is equipped with a SPECS LHS-10 hemispherical electron analyzer and a non-monochromatized dual-anode x-ray source for XPS. The XPS measurements were carried out at room temperature using AlKa radiation under conditions optimized for maximum signal (constant ΔE mode with pass energy of 97 eV giving a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.7 eV for the Ag3d 5/2 peak). The analyzed area was an ellipsoid with dimensions 2.5 × 4.5 mm 2 . The XPS core level spectra were analyzed using a fitting routine, which allows the decomposition of each spectrum into individual mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian components after a Shirley background subtraction.
Specifically, NiO/GDC and 3 wt.% Au-NiO/GDC, in the form of a half cells, were placed in the analysis chamber for XPS measurements. In each case the "pristine" sample was prepared via the screen printing method, as described above, and it was calcined at 1100°C for 120 min in air. After the XPS measurements the sample was transferred to the high pressure chamber and it was heated in H 2 atmosphere at 615°C for 12 hours. Sequential XPS measurements were recorded in the analysis chamber without exposing the reduced sample in air (1 st reduction step). After this step, the half cell was ex-situ re-oxidized by heating at 1100°C in air, for 90 min, and the reduction cycle in the high pressure chamber of the XPS set-up was repeated (2 nd reduction step).
Wide Scans showed the presence of Ce, Ni, Au, C and O atoms, while the core level peaks that were recorded in detail were: Au4f, C1s, O1s and a combined window Ce3d-Ni2p. Errors in our quantitative data are found in the range of ∼10% (peak areas), while the accuracy for BEs assignments is ∼ 0.1 eV.
Electrocatalytic measurements
The electrocatalytic experiments were carried out in galvanostatic mode in the temperature range of 800-900°C under H 2 
Results and Discussion
Physicochemical characterization
BET measurements for the NiO/GDC, 3Au-NiO/GDC, NiO, GDC and for the corresponding reduced samples are shown in Table 1 . The oxidized powders have similar specific surface area (SSA) depending on the sintering temperature. Specifically, at 600°C all samples exhibit a SSA close to 5.2 m 2 /g. By increasing the calcination temperature from 600 to 1100°C, in air, the SSA decreased to 2.7-2.9 m 2 /g for GDC, NiO/ GDC and the 3Au-NiO/GDC samples. On the other hand, the SSA of NiO decreased significantly. The H 2 -reduction of the samples at 850°C induces further decrease to the SSA of Ni/GDC and 3Au-Ni/GDC by 41% and 26%, respectively. Finally, reduction of NiO dropped its SSA in such an extent that could not be accurately measured. It should be mentioned that the nominal loading of gold is 3 wt.% and the real loading was found [33] , by means of ICP-OES, to be 2.3 wt.% of Au. Fig. 1 shows SEM (top side) images of the Ni/GDC and 3Au-Ni/GDC electrodes in their reduced form. The images were collected in a HR -SEM (Zeiss SUPRA 35 V P). By comparing the (1a) and (1b) micrographs, one distinct observation is that the 3Au-Ni/GDC electrode has larger "void space", compared to Ni/GDC, which can be realized as higher porosity. The observed particles consist of Ni and GDC and their size, as indicated in the images, has been calculated in the range of 160 nm (std. error ± 4 nm) for Ni/GDC, while for 3Au-Ni/GDC in the range of 176 nm (std. error ± 4 nm).
The surface chemical state of the samples, in the form of half cells, has been studied by means of XPS measurements. Fig. 2 shows the combined Ce3d-Ni2p window for the 3Au-NiO/GDC sample (see Fig. S2 in supporting information for Ni/GDC). Specifically, the Ce3d spectra can be resolved into three spin-orbit doublets 3d 3/2 ; 3d 5/2 , called u and v, respectively. The uꞌꞌ, uꞌꞌꞌ, vꞌꞌ and vꞌꞌꞌ correspond to the satellite peaks of the u and v peaks, revealing the oxidation state of Ce in the case of CeO 2 (Ce 4+ ) and two main supplementary peaks u 0 , uꞌ, v 0 , vꞌ in the case of Ce 2 O 3 (Ce 3+ ) [37] . The binding energies of gold and nickel have been corrected for charging effects, by using the 917.1 eV, Ce uꞌꞌꞌ, peak as internal reference. The Ni2p core level spectra consist of two spinorbit doublets Ni2p 3/2 and Ni2p 1/2 with the characteristic shake-up satellites, which are most intense in the Ni 2+ chemical state. In the case of Ce-Ni mixed oxides, the shake-up satellite peak of the Ni2p 1/2 level interferes with the Ce3d 5/2 . Fig. 2 depicts that in the cases of the "pristine" and the re-oxidized sample the Ni2p 3/2 is at 855.5 eV and is assigned to Ni 2+ chemical state (NiO or NiOOH), whereas in the reduced samples it is mainly in its metallic form [38] . The percentage of Ni o and NiO in each step, after deconvolution of the Ni2p 3/2 , is shown in Table 2 , which summarizes the atomic surface concentrations of Au, Ce and Ni. The percentage of Ce 4+ on the surface is also shown in Table 2 and it was calculated through the expression given by Yu and Li [37] . The latter formula uses the intensity ratio of uꞌꞌꞌ peak to the total Ce3d peak (uꞌꞌꞌ is the area fraction of the satellite at 917.1 eV and is attributed to Ce 4+ ).
The relative atomic concentration of Ce remains constant in the reduced Ni/GDC sample (see Fig. S2 in supporting information), while a marginal increase is observed in 3Au-Ni/GDC. Although the differences are not significant, they are reproducible and most probably can be related to the effect of Au on the structural properties of the formed AuNi solid solution [30] and its interfacial contact with GDC particles. In addition, Ce 4+ is more reduced into Ce 3+ in the case of 3Au-Ni/GDC, but in both samples the level of Ce 4+ after the "re-oxidation" process is similar as that after the "1 st reduction". It should be noted that during the first reduction period Ni is partly reduced and 23-26% of Ni atoms remain in an oxidized form in both samples (Table 2 ). However, during the second reduction period the XP spectra show complete reduction of NiO to Ni. These observations may imply, restructuring and repositioning of the Ni and GDC particles during the successive re-oxidation and re-reduction of the samples. Specifically, partial incorporation of Ni atoms into GDC, as it has been reported in literature [39, 40] , could explain the incomplete reduction of NiO during the 1 st reduction period. The Au 4f spectra are depicted in Fig. 3 , where it is observed that the Au4f 5/2 level overlaps with the Ni3p shake up satellite (Fig. 3a) . The small intensity of Au4f 5/2 corresponds to almost 3 times less than the nominal bulk loading of Au in the Ni/GDC sample. This is attributed to the relatively large size of the Au particles, which are dispersed on the NiO/GDC sample [30, 34] . The large-sized particles are being formed during the high temperature (1100°C) sintering of the 3Au-NiO/GDC electrode. Based on SEM images of the samples in their oxidized form, reported in previous studies [30, 34] , the particle size of Au is around 100 nm. Interestingly, upon reduction it was shown [30, 34] that Au is no longer detected either by SEM, HR-TEM or by XRD analysis. However, in the herein presented XPS the Au4f doublet is more intense in the reduced electrode, than in the "pristine" oxidized sample, where it has specifically increased approximately 30 times. The amount of Au accumulated on the surface corresponds to ca. 8.9% of the surface Ni atoms. This is 9 times more than the bulk loading of Au (1 at.% with respect to Ni) in the Ni/GDC sample. It should also be noted that even though Au and Ni form a solid solution at the operating temperatures of the SOEC (800-900°C) [41] , Au atoms are still dispersed and accumulated on the Ni surface, as already published by the group of Prof. Nørskov [42, 43] . Thus, according to the atomic ratios presented in Table 1 BET specific surface area S BET of non-doped commercial NiO/GDC, NiO, GDC and modified Au-NiO/GDC powders. BET measurements took place on samples calcined at 600°C, 1100°C and after H 2 -reduction at 850°C. Error/accuracy of S BET = ± 0. Table 2 and the population of the surface nickel atoms, as calculated from the BET surface area of the samples in Table 1 , it can be estimated that approximately 5% of the Au atoms must be atomically dispersed on the surface of the Ni particles. The selective interaction of Au and Ni has been proven in reference [30] , showing a shift at lower 2θ values in the XRD peak of Ni metal particles, which was attributed to the formation of a solid solution between Ni and Au [30] . It is notable that Au is not detected at all in the XPS of the re-oxidized sample, most probably due to its coverage by the NiO, which is accumulated over the Ni/Au surface. Though Au is dispersed on the Ni surface, presumably at the Fig. 1 . a) SEM of the top (surface) side of the reduced Ni/GDC cathode layer. The black arrows depict indicative particles, for which the size was measured. The cell was calcined in air at 1150°C for 2 h, with a heating/cooling rate of 2°C/min. After calcination, it was reduced under 80 vol.% H 2 /He (F total = 70 cc/min) at 850°C for 2 h, with a heating/cooling rate of 10°C/min. b) SEM of the top (surface) side of the reduced 3 wt.% Au-Ni/GDC cathode layer. The black arrows depict indicative particles, for which the size was measured. The cell was calcined in air at 1150°C for 2 h, with a heating/cooling rate of 2°C/min. After calcination, it was reduced under 80 vol.% H 2 /He (F total = 70 cc/min) at 850°C for 2 h, with a heating/cooling rate of 10°C/min. atomic scale, the binding energy of Au4f in the reduced sample has similar value to the corresponding binding energy of the Au particles of the "pristine" oxidized sample. In fact, the formation of substitutional, random, metal Ni -Au solid solutions is not expected to induce any charge transfer from/to the Au atoms and this is because the two elements have similar size and electronegativity.
3.1.1. Interaction of the Water molecules with Ni/GDC and 3Au-Ni/GDC cermets The redox properties of the powders have been also investigated with isothermal TGA measurements in the temperature range of 650-800°C, under 15.5 vol.% H 2 O/Ar feed conditions (Figs. 4 and 5) . Fig. 4 depicts the isothermal at 800°C TG analysis for Ni/GDC, Ni and GDC samples. It has to be mentioned that, up to now, the authors have not found any similar information in the literature for comparison reasons. The first observation is that low H 2 concentration in the feed (∼ 
The TG profiles in Fig. 4 can be further divided in three sections with specific changes. Initially, a very fast and sharp increase in the weight can be attributed to the bulk re-oxidation of the partially reduced GDC and particularly of CeO x (Ce 3+ to Ce
4+
). Similar changes correspond to the Ni/GDC sample. However, the lower initial increase in the Ni/GDC (where commercial NiO/GDC consists of 65 wt.% NiO and 35 wt.% GDC) is correlated to the lower wt.% content of GDC in the cermet. Taking into consideration that the reduction of GDC is realized through partial replacement of Ce 4+ from Ce
3+
, then the partial reduction of Ce 4+ to Ce 3+ corresponds to 36% of the former oxidative state. It is also noteworthy that the aforementioned weight changes in the TGA experiments are within the range of surface reduction of Ce
4+
to Ce 3+ (10-35%), as it is estimated by the XPS data in Table 2 (for the 1 st reduction period).
Thereafter and specifically during the first 12 min of the reaction, Ni keeps its reduced state, since no changes in its weight (Δwt.%) are observed. This could be attributed to the prior formation of NiH in the bulk of Ni, during the reduction step of the samples. Thus, within the elapsed period of 12 min the formed NiH species dissociate and desorb H 2 , which allows the electrode to stay in its reduced state. As it is explicitly shown in Fig. 5 , the observed delay time period increases at lower temperatures, showing that this section is an activated process and corroborating the fact of the aforementioned NiH dissociation process.
In the third section of Fig. 4 , which is after 12 minutes of operation, the weight of Ni/GDC and of Ni increases due to further re-oxidation of the sample, based on [Reaction (4)]. Despite the fact that this is a bulk oxidation, it is interesting to notice that the existing Ni amount in the samples is only partly oxidized. At the highest temperature the oxidation rate is approaching, asymptotically, a maximum oxidation degree, which corresponds to ca. 40% of the total Ni mass in the case of Ni/GDC and 1.5% in the case of Ni. Based on the surface area of Ni/GDC (1.7 m 2 /gr, Table 1 ), one monolayer of adsorbed O ads corresponds to 0.015 mg O ads , or 0.074% increase in the weight of the sample. The amount of oxidized Ni corresponds to ca. 80 monolayers.
It is generally accepted that the H 2 O-induced oxidation proceeds primarily through the dissociative adsorption of water molecules on the surface of the sample. Subsequently, there is diffusion of oxygen that oxidizes the surface of the sample and forms a NiO "crust", through which there is progressive diffusion of oxygen and oxidation of the bulk phase [44] [45] [46] . In this respect, the significantly lower oxidation degree of the Ni powder can be attributed to its quite low surface area and the limited diffusion rate of the O ads species to the bulk of the Ni particles, especially after the formation of several layers of NiO. In the case of Ni/ GDC, the presence of GDC results in increased SSA and promotes the reaction of Ni with water molecules through the interface of GDC with the Ni particles. This is concluded from the fact that the H 2 O re-oxidation of GDC (Fig. 4) appears to be a much faster process than the corresponding re-oxidation of Ni. Moreover, the fast redox reactivity and oxygen exchange of CeO 2 and thus of GDC is reported as the main property for a strong metal/support interaction during the reduction and/or catalytic processes [47] . Fig. 5A and B show the isothermal TGA study of the unmodified Ni/ GDC and Au-modified Ni/GDC powders, under 15.5 vol.% H 2 O/Ar at 650, 700, 750 and 800°C. For both samples there is always the "firstsection" acute, but low weight increase, which is attributed to the complete bulk re-oxidation of Ce 3+ to Ce 4+ , described in Fig. 4 . As mentioned above, by decreasing the temperature, the time duration of the first re-oxidation "delay" period increases (∼ 25 min at 650°C).
Another remark is that the interaction of Ni with Au affects the extent of re-oxidation. Specifically, the TG profiles showed that the 3Au-Ni/GDC sample (Fig. 5B) is slightly more tolerant than Ni/GDC against bulk re-oxidation by H 2 O, for all studied temperatures. Decrease of the operating temperature from 800 to 650°C inhibits the extent of bulk re-oxidation, as this is observed by the lower slopes. It must be also noted that the recorded rate is rather difficult to be influenced by oxygen diffusion limitations to the bulk of the Ni particles. This is because a similar experiment that was conducted under 7 vol.% O 2 /Ar (see Fig. S3 in supporting information) resulted in oxidation rates more than one order of magnitude higher than those shown in Fig. 5 . Thus, the slope of the linear part of the TG curves ( Fig. 5A and B) represents the intrinsic dissociation rate of water and correspondingly the oxidation rate of the Ni atoms on the surface. In fact, one reason for the asymptotic approach of the Ni oxidation rate to zero can be attributed to the successive modification of the reactivity of the Ni surface atoms with the adsorbed H 2 O. The latter modification is caused by the subsurface accumulation of the O ads species that may affect the electronic and catalytic properties of the Ni atoms. Fig. 5C compares the Arrhenius plots of the oxidation rates for Ni/ GDC and 3Au-Ni/GDC, which have been calculated from the slopes of the linear part of the TG curves ( Fig. 5A and B) . It is observed that the rates of 3Au-Ni/GDC are lower than those of Ni/GDC. This is corroborated by the higher apparent activation energy (E a,ap ), defined from the Arrhenius plots. Specifically, the E a,ap in the case of Ni/GDC is 41 kJ/mol and in the case of 3Au-Ni/GDC increases to 56 kJ/mol. These values are well compared with those reported by Ghosh et al. [48] , who applied DFT calculations for the catalytic dissociation of H 2 O [Reaction (5)] on a Ni (111) surface and found the activation energy equal to 69 kJ/mol. In other DFT studies Gan et al. [49] reported similar activation barrier for Ni (111), equal to 86 kJ/mol, while Gu and Nikolla [50] computed higher activation energies for Ni (111) and Ni (211) surfaces, equal to 244 kJ/mol and 229 kJ/mol, respectively. The difference of the latter values has not been clarified yet, either by the authors of the published DFT studies or by us.
Taking into account that the adsorption of water on Ni is facilitated through the oxygen bonding with Ni atoms, according to the "d-band center" theory and the reported examples from the group of Nørskov et al. [51, 52] , the surface solid solution between Ni and Au, causes a decrease of the metal`s d-band center to lower energies, below the Fermi level, thus resulting in the weakening of the bond of water with the modified Ni atoms. Respectively, based on the same considerations, the adsorbed oxygen from the dissociation of water, is also more weakly bonded on the Ni-Au surface. Moreover, the Arrhenius plots in Fig. 5C indicate the existence of an iso-kinetic point at 800°C. This remark suggests that at temperatures lower than 800°C the most active sample for the dissociation of H 2 O is the one with the lower E a,ap, which is Ni/ GDC. On the other hand, at higher temperatures (> 800°C) the most active should be 3Au-Ni/GDC with the higher E a,ap and presumably with the lower binding energy for both H 2 O and O ads . Finally, the stronger binding of O ads species that is suggested on Ni/GDC, can induce a poisoning effect on the Ni surface, leading to faster re-oxidation and finally deactivation of the sample, as already reported by Gu and Nikolla [50] .
Electrochemical performance
The electrocatalytic measurements for the H 2 O electrolysis reaction were performed by using YSZ electrolyte supported cells (ESCs), with a two electrode configuration (Fig. S1 in supporting information) . In all cases the cathode feed was diluted in 30 vol.% He and the anode feed was pure (100 vol.%) O 2 . Simultaneous EIS measurements were performed in an attempt to record and investigate the electrochemical effect of the H 2 O electrolysis reaction conditions and of the occurring processes on the ohmic (R ohm ) and polarization resistance (R pol ) of the modified cathode electrodes. R ohm is the sum of ohmic losses, including the contribution from the: (i) ionic resistance due to the O 2-transport through the YSZ electrolyte, (ii) electron resistance of the electrodes and specifically the part that can be electrochemically inactive and (iii) contact resistances of the connecting wires. R pol is mainly related to the occurring electrode processes [53] and combines both activation and concentration polarizations. Specifically, the latter type is attributed to diffusion processes (i.e. diffusion of steam through the pores of the electrode to the triple phase boundary (t.p.b.) and diffusion of H 2 out of the t.p.b.) and to the conversion of steam at the cathode [54] . In EIS analysis the R ohm value is obtained from the high frequency intersect on the real (Z') axis of the Nyquist plot and the total resistance of the cell (R t ) is obtained from the low frequency intersect on the real axis. R t is the sum of ohmic and polarization resistances (R t = R ohm + R pol ) and by using this equation, R pol is derived. Fig. 6 depicts the comparison of performance between cells comprising Ni/GDC (6A) and 3 wt.% Au-Ni/GDC (6B) as cathodes. The presented results deal with the H 2 O electrolysis process under the reaction mixture of 7% H 2 -63% H 2 O-30% He. It is observed that the Aumodified electrode exhibited significantly better electrochemical performance, than the cell with Ni/GDC, mainly at temperatures above 850°C. Specifically, at 900°C the cell with the 3 wt.% Au-Ni/GDC cathode showed lower overpotential losses with approximately double rates for the H 2 O electrolysis reaction at the same potential. On the other hand, Bae and Lohsoontorn [29] reported that the modified RuNi/GDC cathode showed worse performance than that of Ni/GDC, under H 2 O electrolysis measurements. The improved electrocatalytic activity of the Au-modified cell, remained also under the various applied pH 2 O/pH 2 ratios (see Fig. S4 in supporting information) . The presented I-V curves in Fig. S4 have been derived after IR ohm correction, in order to subtract any contribution from the ohmic resistances. It is also observed that by increasing the partial pressure of H 2 O there is gradual improvement in the performance of both cells, due to the increase in the concentration of the fuel. The latter causes as well the decrease in the Open Circuit Potential (O.C.P.) values, according to the Nernst Eq. [(6)].
where: E O.C.P. and E°are the open circuit potential and standard potential, respectively, at a given temperature T. The effect of the applied pH 2 O/pH 2 ratios (at T = 900°C) on the R ohm and R pol values of the examined cells is presented in Fig. 7 . The comparison takes into account two requirements. The first is that the impedance spectra on each sample were recorded under similar values of applied current. The second is that the comparison is focused on EIS that lie within the same I-V region. It is observed that in both cases the R ohm and R pol values are relatively high. Specifically, for the ohmic resistance there is a great variety of values being reported in literature, where for similar type of YSZ-supported cells at 900°C they are close to 0.9 Ohm cm 2 [55] and lower for State of the Art (SoA) systems [56] .
The increased values in our case are mainly ascribed to the fact that the examined cells and the experimental setup are not SoA.
In particular, the combination of various factors such as: (i) the relatively thick (150 μm) YSZ electrolyte, (ii) the fact that the cathode electrode comprised only the studied functional layer, without other layers (e.g. adhesion and/or current collection layer), (iii) the low calcination temperature of the cathode electrode (1150°C) [57] and (iv) the additional contact resistances from the experimental setup, resulted in increased R ohm and R pol . Furthermore, it has been reported [58] that the O 2 electrode configuration, comprising GDC/LSCoF, contributes as well to the observed high R ohm values. Thus, considering that the examined cells had a two-electrode configuration, there was an effort to minimize the effects from the O 2 electrode. The latter was achieved by (i) trying to optimize the performance of the anode, using close to 10 mg/cm 2 of LSCoF as an optimum loading and (ii) by keeping constant reaction conditions on the O 2 side. Another interesting remark is that the Au-modified cell exhibited lower R ohm and R pol values, which has been repeatedly observed at several experiments. This difference can be attributed, at this point, to improved structural properties of the Au-Ni/GDC electrode. Indicatively, the enhanced reducibility of this electrode with the increased amount of surface Ce 3+ , as suggested by the XPS measurements, in combination with the re-oxidation resistivity provided by gold, may result in (i) higher electronic/ionic conductivity and (ii) better electrode/electrolyte interface. By increasing the partial pressure of H 2 O, at similar current densities, both cells exhibited ( Fig. 7 and 8 ) an increase of their ohmic and polarization resistances. The former case is not related to an activated (i.e. electrochemical) process, but to the increase of electronic, ohmic resistance. This is shown in Fig. S5 (supporting information) , which depicts the effect of temperature on the R ohm difference (ΔR ohm ), between the highest (pH 2 O/pH 2 = 9) and the lowest (pH 2 O/pH 2 = 1) ratio, at similar current densities. It is observed that the increase of the ohmic resistance, in both cells, was constant and this is most probably attributed to the gradual surface oxidation of the Ni mesh (current collector), which increased the contact resistance of the electrode with the current collector. In general, this trend is one of the degradation reasons for SOECs, especially in long-term stability measurements [9, 20, 24, 53, 59] . In particular, a recent (post-mortem) study by Frey at al. [9] reports that the observed increase of the ohmic resistance, in the examined SOEC stack, is attributed to the gradual re-oxidation of Ni, especially at the inlet of the fuel, which causes gradual transportation of Ni, in the form of nickel hydroxides, and finally results in nickel depletion from that side of the cathode. Moreover, the increase of the ohmic resistance is frequently observed in short term measurements in lab-scale cells and experimental setups, like those in the presented study. In these cases one common approach is to deduct the pure ohmic contribution from the Nyquist plots [60] . Therefore, regardless on the type of measurement, the gradual increase of R ohm can be ascribed to various reasons and one approach for interpretation is the one shown in Fig. S5 .
In respect to the R pol , Figs. 7 and 8 show that by increasing the applied pH 2 O/pH 2 ratio, there was increase in the polarization resistance of both cells. However, in the case of the cell with 3Au-Ni/GDC the R pol increment (ΔR pol in Fig. 8 ) is less and overall the absolute R pol values (Fig. 7B ) are quite lower, compared to Ni/GDC (Fig. 7A) . Thus, for pH 2 O/pH 2 = 9 and for all the examined ratios (not shown here) the Au-modified electrode exhibited higher polarization conductance, as shown in Fig. 9 .
Regarding Ni-based electrodes, the oxidation, coarsening and volatilization of nickel have been reported [9, [61] [62] [63] as primary causes for the cathode deactivation. This can be realized through the formation of strongly adsorbed oxygen species and/or the subsequent formation of surface nickel hydroxide layers [9, 64, 65] . Oxidation of Ni reduces the electronic conductivity of the electrode, but it also induces nickel coarsening and volumetric expansion [44] , which are related to the decrease of the (t.p.b.) length and the concomitant increase of the cell polarization losses [23, 59, 61] .
Therefore, it is suggested that in the case of the Ni/GDC electrode there is higher degree of partial oxidation of the Ni surface at the boundaries of the electrochemical interface, resulting in higher increase of the polarization resistances and lower performance. On the other hand, the lower increment of the polarization resistances for the 3Au-Ni/GDC electrode may be primarily ascribed to the weaker interaction of water with the surface of the Au-modified electrode and the weakly adsorbed oxygen, hence resulting in a surface and an interface with a lower degree of re-oxidation.
The limited effect of water on the polarization resistance of the 3Au-Ni/GDC electrode is also in agreement with the TGA experiments, depicted in Figs. 4 and 5 . Specifically, the apparent activation energy for the H 2 O re-oxidation process is higher in the case of 3Au-Ni/GDC, implying weaker interaction of water and of the resulting oxidic species with the Au-modified Ni surface. This correlation would be beneficial for the kinetics of the charge transfer reaction, regarding the easier removal of the weakly-bonded O species from the Au-modified Ni surface. On the other hand, the weak interaction and consequently the lower reaction rates of the water dissociation, would finally have a negative effect on the electrochemical reactions, especially at temperatures below 800°C, due to lower oxygen coverage. The above are explicitly reflected on the electrocatalytic rates of water electrolysis, in Figs. 6 and 10. Specifically, Fig. 10 presents the Arrhenius plots of the current densities for the two electrodes. The depicted values have been derived from the I-V curves of Fig. 6 , after IR ohm correction (Fig. S6 in supporting information) . The latter correction was made in order to subtract any contribution from the ohmic resistances and focus on the effect of R pol . Consequently, the current densities have been derived under constant Potential (i.e. 1.1 V in Fig.  S6 ) and correspond to the depicted R pol values in Fig. 7 for pH 2 O/ pH 2 = 9. It is shown that at 800°C the two electrodes have essentially the same electrocatalytic rate (isokinetic point). By increasing the temperature, the rates of the cell with 3Au-Ni/GDC are enhanced and the difference between the two examined electrodes becomes significant above 850°C. In addition, the derived apparent activation energy of the occurring electrochemical processes is once again higher for the cell with 3Au-Ni/GDC (215 kJ/mol), compared to Ni/GDC (146 kJ/ mol), corroborating the remarks of Fig. 5C . Overall, the observed trend in the electrochemical performance is clearly ascribed to activated processes and it particularly suggests that the charge transfer and the electrode (e.g. H 2 O conversion) processes [20, 53, 66, 67] , for the H 2 O electrolysis reaction, proceed faster on the cell with the Au-modified cathode.
By comparing the results from the TGA experiments ( Fig. 5 ) with the electrochemical measurements (Figs. 6 and 10) , one noteworthy remark is that the magnitude of the water dissociation rate appears to be very low and does not support the obtained electrocatalytic rates. Indicatively, on a 10 mg cm -2 Ni/GDC (the amount used for electrode preparation) the disassociation rate of water (as measured in Fig. 5 ) is ca. 6 × 10 -3 μmol s -1 cm -2 of oxygen atoms. This value is 2 orders of magnitude lower than the presented (Fig. 6A and B) electrocatalytic rates for water splitting in SOEC operation. Moreover, it has been shown in Fig. 4 that the presence of H 2 inhibits completely the thermochemical dissociation of H 2 O and the subsequent oxidation of Ni/ GDC. According to these observations, it is suggested that the thermochemical splitting of water, through its reaction with the surface Ni atoms, cannot be a reaction step for the electrochemical water splitting on Ni based cathodes in solid oxide electrolysis cells. This conclusion is in accordance with the theoretical work of Gu and Nikolla [50] , who proposed that a valid mechanism for water splitting on Ni based cathodes, in SOECs, involves the direct electrochemical splitting of the water molecule, which is initially adsorbed on the surface Ni atom, based on the following [Reactions (7)- (9) 
In particular, Gu and Nikolla [50] studied several binary alloys of Ni with various metals. In this way they were able to affect the binding energy of water and oxygen on Ni, as well as the activation energy of water dissociation. Based on DFT calculations they [50] concluded that even though the increased binding energy of the water molecule on the Ni surface promotes its dissociation, however, the electrocatalytic rate is maximized at intermediate activation energies for the water dissociation and consequently at intermediate binding energies of water and O ads on the modified Ni surfaces. Moreover, at low activation energies the corresponding high binding energy of the oxidic species promotes the poisoning/re-oxidation effect of the Ni surface. In the opposite case, the dissociation rate of water is the limiting factor either due to the high activation energy or due the low coverage of the water molecules, which are being induced by the low binding energy on the Ni surface. Therefore, in the present case of the 3Au-Ni/GDC electrode and at temperatures above the isokinetic point (> 800°C), the higher activation energy is not any longer a limiting factor, whereas the lower binding energy of the O ads species is less poisonous for the reactivity of the Ni surface.
Conclusions
Commercial NiO/GDC powder and 3 wt.% Au-NiO/GDC, prepared with the D.P. method, were compared physicochemically and electrochemically for their performance as electrode materials under H 2 O electrolysis conditions.
In respect to their physicochemical properties, the samples in their oxidized (as prepared) form have similar SSA, depending on the sintering temperature. However, it was observed that after reduction the existence of Au on the modified powder enhances, to a certain extent, the coalescence of the Ni particles and possibly increases the macroporosity of the modified electrode. The surface chemical state of the samples, in the form of half cells, was investigated with in-situ XPS (H 2 reduction) measurements. In the cases of the "pristine" and re-oxidized sample, nickel is assigned to the Ni 2+ chemical state, while in the reduced state of the samples it is mainly in its metallic form. On the other hand, GDC was found to be more reduced in the Au-modified sample. The most interesting remark from the XPS measurements is the high dispersion of Au on the Ni surface, upon reduction of the sample, which can be realized through the formation of substitutional, surface, Ni-Au solid solution. Isothermal-TGA measurements, under H 2 O/Ar conditions, indicated that the dissociative adsorption of H 2 O and the oxidation rate of the surface Ni atoms, proceed with a lower rate on the 3Au-Ni/GDC sample, compared to Ni/GDC. Thus, it can be suggested that the formation of Ni-Au solid solution induces weaker bond of H 2 O with the modified Ni atoms on the surface of the electrode and consequently leads to weakly adsorbed oxygen species.
The conclusions from the physicochemical characterization are in further agreement with SOEC measurements for the H 2 O electrolysis reaction on ESCs. Specifically, the Au-modified electrode performed better, especially at T = 850°C and above. The improved performance was observed in various pH 2 O/pH 2 ratios, where simultaneous EIS analysis showed significantly lower R pol and thus higher conductance, compared to the cell with the Ni/GDC electrode. Furthermore, by increasing the pH 2 O/pH 2 ratio the polarization resistance of the cell comprising 3Au-Ni/GDC was less affected. This improvement can be attributed to the weaker interaction of H 2 O ads and of the O ads species, which result in a surface and an interface with lower degree of oxidation and increased (t.p.b.) length. Overall, in the case of the 3Au-Ni/ GDC cathode and at temperatures higher than 800°C, the charge transfer and electrode processes are enhanced towards a more efficient H 2 O electrolysis reaction.
